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1. PARTNER: SWP (PP08) + BEG (PP09) 

 

 Pfaffenhofen gets to grips with it: Measures against climate change with 
the climate protection concept 2.0 

Pfaffenhofen, 30. March 2021 

The city of Pfaffenhofen is strengthening its commitment to climate protection by continuing the climate 

protection concept launched in 2013. The goals to be achieved by 2030 are 100% clean electricity from local 

production and halving CO₂ emissions to three tonnes per citizen. The task now is to successfully continue 

existing measures or to develop new measures and targets. The climate protection concept 2.0 and the 

city's own concept for adaptation to climate change are the two pillars of the Pfaffenhofen Climate Plan 

2030. 

Local experts on board with the development of the measures 

The Climate Protection Concept 2.0 is being developed together with the Heidelberg Institute for Energy 

and Environmental Research, ifeu. Since the beginning of the year, regular workshops have been taking 

place with the participation of local experts from the city administration, the municipal utilities, the 

citizens' energy cooperative and various Pfaffenhofen businesses, among others. Raimund Gürtner, 

municipal employee in climate protection and sustainability and organiser of the workshop, is pleased: "The 

workshop participants show a lot of commitment to advancing climate protection in Pfaffenhofen with the 

right ideas. The first approaches have already been collected. If we succeed in picking up all the existing 

ideas and bundling them, we will have made good progress." 

The experts are working on ideas in the areas of energy production, urban and settlement development, 

mobility as well as nutrition and consumption. The corresponding measures and goals will be developed in 

the coming months. The extent to which citizens can be involved in the development of the concept has 

not yet been determined due to the uncertain pandemic situation. 

Completion of the Climate Protection Concept 2.0 is planned for summer or autumn 2021. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/pfaffenhofen-packt-es-an-massnahmen-gegen-
klimawandel-mit-dem-klimaschutzkonzept-20_a27239 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/pfaffenhofen-packt-es-an-massnahmen-gegen-klimawandel-mit-dem-klimaschutzkonzept-20_a27239
https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/pfaffenhofen-packt-es-an-massnahmen-gegen-klimawandel-mit-dem-klimaschutzkonzept-20_a27239
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Picture 1: uploaded by Klimaschutzinitiative, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/03/18/3/67943_XL.jpg?1616147888 

Screenshot of the article: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/03/18/3/67943_XL.jpg?1616147888
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 Organic poppyseeds in Pfaffenhofen bakeries 

Pfaffenhofen, 29. April 2021 

Five Pfaffenhofen bakeries are now using organic poppies from farms belonging to the Pfaffenhofener 

Bodenallianz. The bakeries Bergmeister, Breitner, Prechter, Treffer from Tegernbach and Wiesender use 

the poppy seeds to make poppy seed rolls and poppy seed pretzels. The poppies come from a farm in 

Haimpertshofen. 

For two years, Bodenallianz farmer Martin Müller has been successfully growing blue poppies there on his 

land. In a test run last year, the farmer initially produced around 800 kg of poppies in organic quality. The 

test proved it: The poppy crop has good conditions to thrive in Bavaria. Blue poppy was cultivated by many 

Sudeten German expellees in their allotment gardens in the 1950s. In recent decades, however, the purple, 

pink or white-flowered useful plant has increasingly fallen into oblivion. 

Pfaffenhofen's mayor Thomas Herker is pleased about the new paths that farmer Müller is taking. "The 

farmers in the Pfaffenhofener Bodenallianz and the Pfaffenhofener Land eco-model region show us that 

they are always ready to dare something new. And this can turn into a success story, just like the poppy 

seeds from Haimpertshofen, which now end up on the rolls in the bread bags of the people of Pfaffenhofen." 

Karl Wiesender is enthusiastic about the idea: "We are happy to take part here and look forward to using 

local poppies." The managing director of the Wiesender bakery can also imagine sourcing other raw 

materials, such as cereals, sunflower seeds or pumpkin seeds from the farmers of the Soil Alliance. 

Dr. Peter Stapel, Sustainability Manager of the City of Pfaffenhofen, says: "We would like to see a lasting 

cooperation between our farmers and local food producers and definitely see the demand for regional 

products." 

The Pfaffenhofen Soil Alliance currently has around 100 members and aims to work with citizens and farmers 

to preserve and protect healthy, fertile soils and biodiversity. It promotes the marketing of products from 

regional agriculture, in particular to contribute to environmental protection. Products from the region do 

not have long transport routes behind them, which significantly improves the CO2 balance. In addition, the 

marketing of regional products secures the livelihood of local farms and food producers. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/bio-mohn-in-pfaffenhofener-baeckereien_a27500 

  

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/bio-mohn-in-pfaffenhofener-baeckereien_a27500
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 Apply now! 

Pfaffenhofen, 29. April 2021 

The city of Pfaffenhofen is looking for climate protectors with commitment and drive. For the fifth time, 

the Pfaffenhofen Climate Protection Prize will be awarded in June to institutions, companies and private 

individuals in four categories. In addition to the public prize, a jury prize, the prize for the highest CO2 

savings and the special prize for sustainable behaviour will be awarded. 

The climate protection prize is endowed with € 500 each and honours particularly sustainable, climate- or 

resource-saving achievements and projects. There is also a special prize for particularly sustainable 

behaviour. The application phase starts now, the award ceremony is on 19 June. 

Applications are open to private individuals, companies, organisations, associations or initiatives based in 

Pfaffenhofen. Young people, pupils and students in particular are called upon to participate. 

It is also possible to nominate third parties. Exemplary measures are sought that help reduce CO2 emissions, 

save energy, improve energy efficiency, conserve resources and improve existing environmental problems. 

The possible subject areas are broad and range from renewable energies and energy efficiency to sustainable 

transport, nature and species conservation and awareness raising. In the case of the special award for 

particularly sustainable behaviour, the evaluation criteria include the three aspects of sustainability: 

ecology, economy and social issues. 

Applications are possible until 30 May. All applications received will be presented on www.pafunddu.de and 

www.pfaffenhofen.de/klimaschutzpreis-2021 from 5 to 13 June. During this time, all Pfaffenhofen citizens 

can vote for their favourite project. 

In addition to the public prize, a jury prize, the prize for the highest CO2 saving and the special prize for 

sustainable behaviour will be awarded. 

The jury consists of the First Mayor, representatives of the city council parliamentary groups, the climate 

protection officer of the city council and representatives of the city administration. 

The criteria for awarding the prize are relevance to climate protection, innovative content, exemplary 

character, measurability of energy and greenhouse gas savings and practical relevance. 

The prize money of € 500 each is intended to show recognition by the city of Pfaffenhofen and also serve as 

a subsidy for the award-winning climate protection project. 

The award ceremony will take place, as far as the Corona conservation measures allow, during the Climate 

Protection and Sustainability Day on the evening of 19 June in the Bürgerpark. 

Further information on the Climate Protection Award as well as the guidelines and application form can be 

downloaded from the city's website www.pfaffenhofen.de/klimaschutzpreis-2021. There, interested parties 

can also find all nominees and winners of the past Pfaffenhofen Climate Protection Awards including project 

presentations. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/jetzt-bewerben_a27608 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/jetzt-bewerben_a27608
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Picture 1: source: PAF und DU editorial office 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/04/29/9/68519_XL.jpg?1619694623 
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Screenshot of the article: 
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 Let's go, save the world - Climate Protection and Sustainability Day 2021 

Pfaffenhofen, 26. May 2021 

The Climate Protection and Sustainability Day in Pfaffenhofen takes place for the fifth time in June. 

Then it's "Let's go, save the world!" for the citizens again. Together with associations, institutions and 

companies from all areas of sustainability, the town will present information, offers and activities worth 

knowing about climate protection and sustainable development on Saturday, 19 June, from 2 to 6 p.m. 

in the Bürgerpark. 

Colourful marketplace of world savers 

If the Corona regulations allow, the Bürgerpark will be transformed into a "marketplace of world saviours" 

on Climate Protection and Sustainability Day. Everything then revolves around the sustainability areas of 

ecology, economy and social issues. Citizens can expect ideas and hands-on activities that address questions 

such as: How do we avoid waste and plastic? How can we best save energy or perhaps even generate it 

ourselves? How do we want to get around in the future? 

Many clubs, associations and companies will present their ideas. In addition, the city's climate protection 

and sustainability department will present the Climate Plan 2030. In an exhibition, visitors will learn more 

about the effects of climate change and how the city is countering it in the best possible way. Pfaffenhofen 

residents can also actively participate in the upcoming update of the climate protection concept. 

A special highlight awaits the young visitors: a puppet theatre will bring the topic of waste closer to the 

children with lots of music and food for thought in a loving and varied way. 

A range of regional delicacies will ensure that no one goes hungry or thirsty. 

The modalities of the event, such as the number of visitors, depend on the Corona regulations in force at 

the time. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/auf-gehts-welt-retten-klimaschutz-und-

nachhaltigkeitstag-2021_a27761 

 

Picture 1: Lukas Sammetinger, uploaded by Klimaschutzinitiative, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/05/14/2/68792_XXL.jpg?1620972723 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/auf-gehts-welt-retten-klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-2021_a27761
https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/auf-gehts-welt-retten-klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-2021_a27761
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 For the climate protection and sustainability day - Extensive package of 
measures by the city 

Pfaffenhofen, 30th June 2021 

Even if other news dominate the headlines - climate change and its effects are one of the greatest 

challenges of the present and the future. The consequences are already being felt in Pfaffenhofen, and 

global warming can no longer be stopped. The contribution of a single person or a town like Pfaffenhofen 

to climate protection is comparatively small. But if everyone pulls together with small or large 

measures, climate change can at least still be slowed down. A second task is to come to terms with the 

consequences that can no longer be averted. All this will be the topic on Sunday, 25 July, when the 

city's climate protection department invites you to the Climate Protection and Sustainability Day in the 

Bürgerpark. 

Everyone helps 

The city of Pfaffenhofen drew up the Climate Plan 2030 years ago, which is based on precisely these two 

pillars: the urban climate protection concept 2.0 and the climate change adaptation concept. What is special 

about the city's Climate Plan 2030 is that citizens are closely involved and help shape the city's climate 

protection with their suggestions. This is done, among other things, via the city's climate radar, where 

individual improvements can be concretely suggested. In this way, a general awareness of the importance 

of the issue is created and every individual can get involved, take responsibility or take action. 

Adapting to change 

The urban climate change adaptation concept bundles measures that specifically mitigate the consequences 

of climate change such as heat, drought, water scarcity or flooding. The measures were developed in 

cooperation with external experts, the municipal utilities, forest owners, the district administration, the 

Office for Food, Agriculture and Forestry and committed citizens. 

Unstoppable 

All that we have done so far to combat global warming will nevertheless lead to a tripling of the number of 

hot days with temperatures above 30 degrees in Pfaffenhofen in the next 80 years. If we significantly 

increase our efforts, it would be possible to limit the increase from the current eight to ten heat days. In 

order to keep the heat bearable in the city, cooling must be provided. Here, there is the possibility of 

planting additional trees of climate-resistant species to provide shade. Citizens can support this, for 

example, by taking on sponsorships for trees or for green spaces. 

Water and cooling 

Additional water areas and green facades or roofs also help to reduce temperatures. The municipality will 

take this into account when planning new residential or commercial areas and create appropriate areas 

there as well. A heat action plan with an early warning system will warn the people of Pfaffenhofen of heat 

days and take preventive action 

z. As a preventive measure, drinking water dispensers will be set up in the city area. 

Thunderstorms and floods 

But heat and rising temperatures are not the only effects of climate change. There is an increase in storms 

and heavy rainfall. The consequences are local or widespread flooding. Here, too, we are analysing where 

the hotspots may be and how they can be remedied. The aim is to create additional infiltration areas, to 

upgrade the sewer network so that it can drain off the water volumes, to design watercourses close to 

nature and to create additional flooding areas onto which the floodwater can run off. 
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Fit forest - good soil 

Other measures concern the forest, where tree species that can cope better with drought and heat are 

already being planted. Farmers are also choosing adapted varieties and contributing to climate change 

adaptation by taking care to protect their soils. To this end, more than 100 farmers in the city area have 

joined the Pfaffenhofen Soil Alliance, which promotes soil-friendly and ecological cultivation. In this way, 

for example, the biodiversity in the soil can be preserved. The soil is protected from erosion by wind and 

rain and floods are prevented because the soils remain more absorbent. 

Climate protection slows down 

All these steps to adapt ourselves and our environment to climate change will be necessary. Because climate 

change can no longer be stopped. But we can slow down the journey into climate catastrophe by doing even 

more to protect our climate. 

A pioneer in climate protection 

As early as 2010, the Pfaffenhofen City Council passed a resolution in principle paving the way for a 

municipal climate protection concept, which was developed and implemented in the following years. The 

goals are ambitious but feasible. 100 percent of the electricity consumed in the city is to be generated 

locally in a climate-neutral way, e.g. from renewable energies. At the same time, CO2 emissions per citizen 

are to be halved to three tonnes per year. There are many ways to achieve these goals. In addition to 

energy-saving measures, such as insulating buildings or energy-saving electrical installations, the aim is to 

reduce energy consumption. 

In addition to energy-saving measures such as insulation of buildings or energy-saving electrical installations, 

the aim is to use energy more sensibly, for example through combined heat and power generation or heat 

recovery. Another component is the expansion of renewable energy sources, such as wind turbines or 

photovoltaics. 

City acts 

Much of this has already been implemented in close cooperation with citizens or is in the process of being 

implemented. For example, the city has introduced a municipal energy management system for its own 

properties, demands thermal standards and the installation of photovoltaic systems in new buildings, and 

promotes awareness of climate-friendly behaviour in schools and kindergartens. 

behaviour in schools and day-care centres. In the area of mobility, there are a number of offers that promote 

the switch away from cars to climate-neutral transport. These include the introduction of the free city bus, 

sharing offers for cars, bicycles or e-scooters, or competitions such as city cycling. The municipal climate 

protection award, the climate protection alliance, a climate protection day and many other events help to 

raise public awareness of climate protection in Pfaffenhofen. 

Adapt and update 

This year, the city council decided to update the existing climate protection concept and to further expand 

the measures. The Climate Protection Concept 2.0 is being developed together with the Heidelberg Institute 

for Energy and Environmental Research, ifeu. Since the beginning of the year, regular workshops have been 

taking place in which local experts from the city administration, the municipal utilities, the citizens' energy 

cooperative and various Pfaffenhofen businesses participate. The experts develop ideas in the areas of 

energy production, urban and settlement development, mobility as well as nutrition and consumption. The 

corresponding measures and goals will be developed in the coming months. 

Do the right thing 

The municipal utility plays an important role on the way to a climate-neutral and sustainable Pfaffenhofen. 

For example, as the local electricity supplier, the municipal utility has long relied on energy from local and 

climate-neutral generation. Part of this electricity comes from solar panels installed by the municipal utility 
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or those installed by the municipal utility on behalf of businesses or homeowners. With the tenant electricity 

model, the photovoltaic system can now even be placed on a shared tenant or owner roof. 

Climate-friendly on the road 

In the area of mobility, the municipal utility has been operating the city bus and the call bus since 2019, 

which transport their passengers in a climate-friendly way, as well as a whole fleet of sharing vehicles 

ranging from city-suitable e-bikes to 

e-car from Tesla and the corresponding public charging stations. The municipal utilities also offer support 

for the installation of private charging points. 

Urban green for tomorrow 

The efforts of the Stadtwerke's urban greenery team are visible everywhere. The gardeners have been using 

plants that can cope well with the consequences of climate change for years and are thus making an 

important contribution to the urban climate of the future. 

Let's go - save the world! 

This is the motto of the city's Climate Protection and Sustainability Day 2021 on 25 July in Bürgerpark. From 

2 p.m. to 5 p.m., visitors can expect information, offers and activities worth knowing about climate 

protection and sustainable development. Bürgerpark will be transformed into a "marketplace of world 

savers", where everything revolves around the sustainability areas of ecology, economy and social issues. 

On display boards, visitors can learn more about the effects of climate change and how the city can best 

counteract it. Citizens can contribute their own ideas and participate in hands-on activities. The following 

questions are addressed: How can we avoid waste and plastic? How can we best save energy or perhaps even 

generate it ourselves? How do we want to get around in the future? 

Everyone participates 

Clubs, associations and businesses will present their ideas, and the city's Climate Protection and 

Sustainability Department will present the current status of the Climate Plan 2030. In an exhibition, visitors 

will learn more about the effects of climate change and how the city is counteracting it in the best possible 

way. Pfaffenhofen residents can also actively participate in the updating of the climate protection concept. 

A special highlight awaits the young visitors: a puppet theatre brings the topic of waste closer to the children 

with lots of music and food for thought in a loving and varied way. Visitors can also look forward to a range 

of regional delicacies. 

Climate Protection and Sustainability Day on Sunday, 25 July 

The Climate Protection and Sustainability Day will take place on Sunday, 25 July from 2 to 5 pm in the 

Bürgerpark. Visitors can look forward to many highlights and a colourful programme on this day. 

- 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.: Colourful marketplace of the world savers with hands-on activities 

- Bioregional delicacies and organic beer tasting 

- Exhibition on the effects of climate change 

- Citizen participation in updating the climate protection concept 

- Puppet theatre on the subject of waste 

- from approx. 6 p.m.: Climate protection award ceremony with live music 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/umfangreiches-massnahmenpaket-der-

stadt_a28052 

 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/umfangreiches-massnahmenpaket-der-stadt_a28052
https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/umfangreiches-massnahmenpaket-der-stadt_a28052
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Picture 1: uploaded by PAF und DU Redaktion, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/06/23/0/69770_XXL.jpg?1624432985 

  

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/06/23/0/69770_XXL.jpg?1624432985
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 Let's go, Climate protection and sustainability day 2021 – Let's save the 
world  

Pfaffenhofen, 5th July 2021 

The Climate Protection and Sustainability Day in Pfaffenhofen will take place for the fifth time in July. Then 

it's "Let's go, save the world!" for the citizens again. Together with associations, institutions and companies 

from all areas of sustainability, the city will present information, offers and activities worth knowing about 

climate protection and sustainable developments on Sunday, 25 July from 2 to 5 p.m. in the Bürgerpark. 

Colourful marketplace of world savers 

If the Corona regulations allow, Bürgerpark will be transformed into a "marketplace of world saviours" on 

Climate Protection and Sustainability Day. Everything revolves around the sustainability areas of ecology, 

economy and social issues. Citizens can participate in hands-on activities and contribute ideas that address 

questions such as: How can we best generate, save and even store energy? How do we want to get around 

in the future? How do we avoid waste and plastic? 

Many clubs, associations and companies will present their ideas. In addition, the city's climate protection 

and sustainability department will present the Climate Plan 2030. In an exhibition, visitors will learn more 

about the effects of climate change and how the city is countering them in the best possible way. 

Pfaffenhofen residents can also actively participate in the upcoming update of the climate protection 

concept. 

A special highlight awaits the young visitors: a puppet theatre brings the topic of waste closer to the children 

with lots of music and food for thought in a loving and varied way. 

Visitors can also look forward to a range of regional delicacies. 

The modalities of the event, such as the number of visitors, depend on the Corona regulations in force at 

the time. 

 

From 6 p.m. Climate Protection Award Ceremony with registration 

From 6 p.m. onwards, visitors can look forward to an atmospheric evening during the award ceremony of 

the Climate Protection Award 2021. In addition to the presentation and awarding of the climate protection 

projects, the audience can expect a live concert and bioregional delicacies. To register, please visit 

nachhaltigkeit@stadt-pfaffenhofen.de and provide your name, address and telephone number. For group 

registrations, the contact details of one person are sufficient. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/auf-gehts-welt-retten_a28211 

 

Picture 1: uploaded by PAF und DU Redaktion, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/05/0/69980_XL.jpg?1625484822 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/auf-gehts-welt-retten_a28211
https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/05/0/69980_XL.jpg?1625484822
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 Climate Protection and Sustainability Day 2021 takes place today 

Pfaffenhofen, 22nd July 2021 

Today, Sunday, it's on once again: Let's go - save the world. The Climate Protection and Sustainability Day 

in Pfaffenhofen is taking place for the fifth time. Together with associations, institutions and companies 

from all areas of sustainability, the city will be presenting information, offers and activities worth knowing 

about climate protection and sustainable development in the Bürgerpark from 2 to 5 pm. 

A special highlight awaits the young visitors: a puppet theatre brings the topic of waste closer to the children 

with lots of music and food for thought in a loving and varied way. 

Visitors can also look forward to a range of regional delicacies. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-2021-findet-
heute-statt_a28406 

 

Picture 1: uploaded by Klimaschutzinitiative Pfaffenhofen, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/22/3/70583_XL.jpg?1626956342 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-2021-findet-heute-statt_a28406
https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-2021-findet-heute-statt_a28406
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 "Let's go, save the world!": Tomorrow is Climate Protection and 
Sustainability Day in PAF 

Pfaffenhofen, 24th July 2021 

From 2 to 5 p.m. there will be lots of information and citizens can get involved. From 6 pm, this year's 

climate protection awards will be presented. 

(ty) For the fifth time, a climate protection and sustainability day is taking place in Pfaffenhofen. Under 

the motto "Let's go, save the world!", the district town, together with associations, institutions and 

companies from a wide variety of fields, will be offering a wide range of information, offers and activities 

relating to climate protection and sustainable developments on tomorrow, Sunday, 25 July. The event will 

take place from 2 to 5 pm in the Bürgerpark. A puppet theatre awaits the children, and regional delicacies 

are promised. Afterwards, from 6 p.m., this year's climate protection awards will be presented - 

accompanied by live music and organic regional delicacies. 

According to an announcement from the city hall, the Bürgerpark will become a "marketplace for world 

savers" tomorrow. "Everything revolves around the sustainability areas of ecology, economy and social 

issues," says a statement from the city administration. "Citizens can take part in hands-on activities and 

contribute ideas that deal with questions such as: How can we best generate, save and even store energy? 

How do we want to get around in the future? How do we avoid waste and plastic?" 

According to the announcement, many clubs, associations and companies will present their ideas tomorrow. 

In addition, the climate protection and sustainability department of the district town will present the 

"Climate Plan 2030". In an exhibition, visitors will learn more about the effects of climate change and how 

the city intends to counteract them in the best possible way. Pfaffenhofen residents can also actively 

participate in the updating of the climate protection concept. 

A "special highlight" awaits the little visitors: a puppet theatre will bring the topic of waste closer to the 

boys and girls "with lots of music and food for thought in a loving and varied way". Visitors can also look 

forward to a range of regional delicacies. The number of possible visitors would depend on the Corona 

regulations.  

"From 6 p.m. onwards, visitors can then look forward to an atmospheric evening in the context of the 

presentation of the 2021 Climate Protection Award," the city administration said. In addition to the 

presentation and awarding of the climate protection projects, the audience can look forward to a live 

concert and organic regional delicacies. Registration is possible at nachhaltigkeit@stadt-pfaffenhofen.de, 

stating name, address and telephone number. For group registrations, the contact details of one person are 

sufficient. 

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/64124-klimaschutz-50729 

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/64124-klimaschutz-50729
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Picture 1: Ideehoch2, source: https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/images/2021_PAF/07/27-klima.jpg 

  

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/images/2021_PAF/07/27-klima.jpg
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 Let's go – save the world! - Climate protection and sustainability day a 
great success 

Pfaffenhofen, 26th July 2021 

"Let's go, save the world!" - Over 1,000 Pfaffenhofeners followed the motto of this year's Climate Protection 

and Sustainability Day and came to the Bürgerpark on Sunday afternoon. At times, the entrances to the park 

even had to be closed, as the number of visitors on the grounds was limited due to Corona regulations. 

One of the highlights was the Marketplace of World Savers, where local associations, organisations and 

companies offered a variety of information and numerous hands-on activities. In the areas of ecology, 

economy and social issues, visitors could find out about local commitment to children and youth education, 

energy production, sustainable mobility, car sharing, nutrition, biodiversity, species diversity and global 

responsibility, such as waste avoidance and resource conservation. 

The Bodenallianz, a project of the city of Pfaffenhofen that promotes near-natural and ecological 

agriculture, also presented itself at the event. At its stand, the Soil Alliance demonstrated, among other 

things, what constitutes living soil. Farmers offered their culinary products, and the first organic beer from 

Pfaffenhofen was served at the booth of Müllerbräu. 

The city presented the current status of the Climate Plan 2030. The display boards on the effects of climate 

change and the measures in Pfaffenhofen met with great interest among the visitors. Many citizens took the 

opportunity to actively participate in the updating of the climate protection concept at the event. 

But not only the adults, but also the children were offered a lot in the Bürgerpark: The activities ranged 

from making butterflies and seed bombs to a nature-sense rally and a puppet theatre that addressed the 

topic of waste with music and child-friendly food for thought. 

In the Arlmühle, the climate clock was put into operation, which had been initiated by the citizens' energy 

cooperative. The climate clock shows "how actions affect the climate", said Andreas Herschmann, chairman 

of the cooperative. All citizens can test for themselves how the three pillars of electricity, heat and mobility 

affect global CO2 emissions. The Climate Clock is a permanent interactive facility that can be visited at any 

time. 

In the early evening, the well-attended event finally came to an end with the awarding of the city's climate 

protection prize. "A successful event with many interesting suggestions. We received a lot of information on 

how we can make our everyday life even more climate-friendly and sustainable," was the summary of a 

satisfied visitor. 

Photos: Many visitors took the opportunity to learn about climate protection and sustainability in the 

Bürgerpark. (Photos: Marzellus Weinmann) 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-voller-
erfolg_a28424 

 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-voller-erfolg_a28424
https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutz-und-nachhaltigkeitstag-voller-erfolg_a28424
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Pictures: Marzellus Weinmann uploaded by Thomas Tomaschek, sources: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/26/6/70616_XXL.jpg?1627306507 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/26/3/70643_XXL.jpg?1627306529 

 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/26/6/70616_XXL.jpg?1627306507
https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/26/3/70643_XXL.jpg?1627306529
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 “Full success” in Pfaffenhofen 

Pfaffenhofen, 26th July 2021 

The city administration is satisfied with the course of yesterday's Climate Protection and Sustainability Day 

in the Bürgerpark. 

(ty) From the point of view of the city administration, this year's Climate Protection and Sustainability Day 

in Pfaffenhofen was "a complete success". According to information from the town hall, more than 1000 

people came to the Bürgerpark yesterday under the motto "Let's go, save the world!". "At times, the 

entrances to the park even had to be closed because the number of visitors on the grounds was limited due 

to Corona regulations," a spokesperson explained today. One of the highlights, he said, was the "Marketplace 

of World Savers", where local associations, organisations and businesses offered a wide range of information 

and numerous hands-on activities. 

In the areas of ecology, economy and social issues, visitors could find out about local commitment to children 

and youth education, energy production, sustainable mobility, car sharing, nutrition, biodiversity, species 

diversity and global responsibility - such as waste avoidance and resource conservation.  

The Soil Alliance, a project of the city of Pfaffenhofen that promotes near-natural and ecological 

agriculture, also presented itself. At its stand, the Soil Alliance showed, among other things, what 

constitutes living soil. There were also culinary delights: farmers offered their products, and the first organic 

beer from Pfaffenhofen was served at the booth of Müllerbräu. 

The district town itself presented the current status of the "Climate Plan 2030". The display boards on the 

effects of climate change and the measures in Pfaffenhofen met with great interest among the visitors, 

according to the conclusion of those responsible. "Many citizens took the opportunity to actively participate 

in the updating of the climate protection concept at the event," was explained today from the town hall. 

But not only the adults, but also the children were offered something in the Bürgerpark: The activities 

ranged from making butterflies and seed bombs to a nature-sense rally and a puppet theatre that addressed 

the issue of waste with music and food for thought suitable for children. 

In the Arlmühle, the climate clock initiated by the local citizens' energy cooperative (BEG) was put into 

operation. It shows "how actions affect the climate", explained Andreas Herschmann in his function as 

chairman of the board of BEG. All citizens could test for themselves how the three pillars of electricity, 

heat and mobility affect global CO2 emissions. The climate clock is a permanent interactive facility that 

can be visited at any time. In the early evening, the event finally came to an end with the awarding of this 

year's climate protection prizes of the city; read more: "World saviours" from Pfaffenhofen: They have 

received the Climate Protection Prizes 2021 

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/64183-klimaschutztag-260721 

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/64183-klimaschutztag-260721
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Picture 1: Marzellus Weinmann, source: https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/images/2021_PAF/07/26-

klima356.jpg 
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 Climate wins - Climate protection prize awarded 

Pfaffenhofen, 26th July 2021 

This year, the Climate Protection Award of the City of Pfaffenhofen goes to the following prize winners: 

Stefan and Christine Seidenberger, Direktvermarktung Pfaffenhofener Land und Hallertau e.V., ecoQuartier 

GmbH & Co. KG and the design community InterKulturGarten Pfaffenhofen a. d. Ilm. 

This year's award ceremony took place in bright sunshine on the open-air stage in the Bürgerpark. Seventeen 

different projects were nominated for the prize, which is endowed with 500 euros each and awarded in four 

categories. "These 17 nominees are all little world savers. They take climate protection seriously and make 

an important contribution," said Mayor Thomas Herker in welcoming the 120 guests. "The nominees should 

be an incentive for all citizens to get equally involved in climate protection and sustainability." 

The winners 

The jury prize for innovative and special commitment was awarded to Stefan and Christine Seidenberger for 

their project "Renovation of a building from 1968 to Efficiency House 40 Standard". Andreas Herschmann, 

city council officer for sustainability, energy and climate protection, emphasised the "great exemplary 

character of the project for the whole of Pfaffenhofen" when presenting the award. 

The direct marketing organisation Pfaffenhofener Land und Hallertau e.V. and its project "Bio-regionale 

Lebensmittelversorgung" (organic regional food supply) won the audience award in an online vote. According 

to Herschmann, this not only reduces CO2 emissions when shopping, but also encourages more regional 

producers to market their products locally. 

The jury prize for the highest CO2 savings was awarded to the ecoQuartier with the project "The ecoQuartier 

Pfaffenhofen - a pioneering project for ecological building and sustainable urban development". The saving 

amounts to 1,350 tonnes of the climate gas CO2 per year. Herschmann praised the project not only as a 

special example of energy-efficient and ecological building, but also for positive urban development. 

The jury's special prize for particularly sustainable behaviour was awarded to the InterKulturGarten 

Pfaffenhofen a. d. Ilm design community with its project "From Bunker Site to InterKulturGarten". Here, the 

grounds of the former telecommunications bunker used during the Cold War were transformed into a 

meeting space for mutual cultural and horticultural exchange. With this project, the three areas of climate 

change adaptation, climate protection and international understanding were perfectly implemented, 

Herschmann explained. 

The evening was musically framed by Tom & Flo, who entertained the visitors with upright bass and guitar. 

The guests enjoyed organic regional delicacies in a relaxed atmosphere. After the official award ceremony, 

there was still plenty of time for personal talks and lively discussions. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutzpreis-verliehen_a28427#gallery=null 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/klimaschutzpreis-verliehen_a28427#gallery=null
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Picture 1: uploaded by Thomas Tomaschek, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/26/5/70655_XL.jpg?1627306701 

 

  

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/26/5/70655_XL.jpg?1627306701
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 "World Saviours" from Pfaffenhofen: They received the Climate 
Protection Awards 2021 

Pfaffenhofen, 26th July 2021 

Recognition for Stefan and Christine Seidenberger, the Direct Marketing Association, Eco-Quartier GmbH & 

Co. KG and the design community Inter-Kultur-Garten. 

(ty) This year, the Climate Protection Award of the City of Pfaffenhofen, which is awarded in various 

categories, goes to Stefan and Christine Seidenberger, the Direct Marketing Association Pfaffenhofener Land 

und Hallertau e.V., the Eco-Quartier GmbH & Co. KG and to the design community Inter-Kultur-Garten 

Pfaffenhofen. The award ceremony took place yesterday, Sunday, on the open-air stage in the Bürgerpark. 

Seventeen different projects were nominated for the prize of 500 euros each, which was awarded in four 

categories. 

"These 17 nominees are all little world savers. They take climate protection seriously and make an important 

contribution," explained Mayor Thomas Herker (SPD) when welcoming the 120 guests. "The nominees should 

be an incentive for all citizens to get equally involved in climate protection and sustainability."  

The jury prize for innovative and special commitment was awarded to Stefan and Christine Seidenberger for 

their project "Renovation of a building from 1968 to efficiency house 40 standard". Andreas Herschmann 

(SPD), city council representative for sustainability, energy and climate protection, emphasised the "great 

exemplary character of the project for the whole of Pfaffenhofen" during the award ceremony. 

The public prize was awarded to the "Direktvermarktung Pfaffenhofener Land und Hallertau e.V." with its 

project "Bio-regionale Lebensmittel-Versorgung" (organic regional food supply) via online voting. 

Herschmann praised the project for not only reducing CO2 emissions when shopping, but also encouraging 

more regional producers to market their products locally. 

The jury prize for the highest CO2 savings was awarded to the Eco-Quartier with its project "The Eco-

Quartier Pfaffenhofen - a pioneering project for ecological building and sustainable urban development". 

The savings amount to 1350 tonnes of the climate gas CO2 per year. Herschmann praised the project not 

only as a special example of energy-efficient and ecological building, but also for positive urban 

development. 

The jury's special prize for particularly sustainable behaviour was awarded to the "Gestaltungs-Gemeinschaft 

Inter-Kultur-Garten" with the project "Vom Bunkergelände zum Inter-Kultur-Garten". As is well known, the 

grounds of the former telecommunications bunker used during the Cold War were transformed into a 

meeting area for mutual cultural and horticultural exchange. With this project, the three areas of climate 

change adaptation, climate protection and international understanding were perfectly implemented, said 

Herschmann. 

The evening was musically framed by "Tom & Flo", who entertained the visitors lively with double bass and 

guitar. "The guests enjoyed organic regional delicacies in a relaxed atmosphere," said the city 

administration. And: "After the official award ceremony, there was still plenty of time for personal 

conversations and lively discussions. "Before the award ceremony, the Climate Protection and Sustainability 

Day had taken place in the Bürgerpark; 

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/64181-klimaschutz-preis-260721 

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/64181-klimaschutz-preis-260721
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Picture 1: Schaipp, source: https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/images/2021_PAF/07/26-klimaschutzpreis.jpg 

  

https://pfaffenhofen-today.de/images/2021_PAF/07/26-klimaschutzpreis.jpg
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 Pfaffenhofener Land wins Climate Protection Award 2021 

Pfaffenhofen, 10th July 2021 

There's the thing! Thank you for your support and your votes! 

For the fifth time, the City of Pfaffenhofen has awarded the Pfaffenhofen Climate Protection Prize in four 

categories. 

The prize for special sustainable behaviour, the prize for special commitment to climate protection and the 

prize for the greatest CO2 savings are judged by a jury of experts. The public prize was awarded by the 

citizens of Pfaffenhofen in a one-week voting process.  

With around 400 out of 891 valid votes (~45%), Pfaffenhofener Land was able to convince an overwhelming 

majority of those who voted. 

The prize trophy - a 3D-lasered glass cube - was presented by Mayor Thomas Herker and Sustainability and 

Energy Officer Andreas Herschmann as part of the municipal climate protection day in the Bürgerpark. The 

climate protection prize is also endowed with 500 euros. The prize money is intended on the one hand to 

show recognition by the city of Pfaffenhofen and also to serve as a grant for the award-winning climate 

protection project. 

https://www.pfaffenhofenerland.de/post/klimaschutzpreis-pfaffenhofen 

https://www.pfaffenhofenerland.de/post/klimaschutzpreis-pfaffenhofen
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 Climate protection and sustainability day 2021 facebook 

Pfaffenhofen, 29th July 2021 

 

Picture 1: uploaded by Stadtwerke Pfaffenhofen Facebook 
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 Success story – soil alliance continues 

Pfaffenhofen, 30th July 2021 

The Pfaffenhofen Soil Alliance will continue in the coming years. This was unanimously decided by the city 

council and the necessary money was approved until 2025. Around 140 agricultural businesses are united in 

the Soil Alliance. 

Since its foundation in 2018, the Soil Alliance has been able to reach a growing number of farmers. With the 

expansion of the Soil Alliance via the eco-model region, farms in the neighbouring municipalities of 

Scheyern, Hettenshausen and Ilmmünster could also be reached. Since then, about 400 ha in the town area 

alone have been farmed differently: the arable land is now farmed organically or is in the process of being 

converted to such farming. The share of these areas has roughly doubled since the start and currently 

already accounts for 17 percent of the agricultural land in the city area. 

The aim of the Soil Alliance is to preserve or create living soils in order to maintain biodiversity and better 

counter the effects of climate change. The development of a bio-regional food supply is supported. Farmers 

who are not planning to convert to organic farming also participate in the Soil Alliance. As a result, it can 

be assumed that a large part of the conventionally cultivated land will also be used more sparingly as a 

resource. At the same time, the Soil Alliance awakens the citizens' understanding for the importance of 

good soils and sustainable agriculture with bio-regionally produced products. 

Representatives of all parliamentary groups emphasised the "success story" of the Pfaffenhofen initiative, 

which is unparalleled at least throughout Bavaria. The councillors particularly emphasised the trusting and 

constructive cooperation between the administration and the farmers. 

This and other successful developments are to be intensified and expanded in the coming years. The city 

council has approved an annual budget of 200,000 euros for this purpose until 2025. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/bodenallianz-wird-fortgefuehrt_a28478 

 

Picture 1: uploaded by Thomas Tomaschek, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/30/3/70973_XL.jpg?1627644881  

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/bodenallianz-wird-fortgefuehrt_a28478
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 Success story – soil alliance continues 

Pfaffenhofen, 30th July 2021 

The Pfaffenhofen Soil Alliance will continue in the coming years. This was unanimously decided by the city 

council and the necessary money was approved until 2025. Around 140 agricultural businesses are united in 

the Soil Alliance. 

Since its foundation in 2018, the Soil Alliance has been able to reach a growing number of farmers. With the 

expansion of the Soil Alliance via the eco-model region, farms in the neighbouring municipalities of 

Scheyern, Hettenshausen and Ilmmünster could also be reached. Since then, about 400 ha in the town area 

alone have been farmed differently: the arable land is now farmed organically or is in the process of being 

converted to such farming. The share of these areas has roughly doubled since the start and currently 

already accounts for 17 percent of the agricultural land in the city area. 

The aim of the Soil Alliance is to preserve or create living soils in order to maintain biodiversity and better 

counter the effects of climate change. The development of a bio-regional food supply is supported. Farmers 

who are not planning to convert to organic farming also participate in the Soil Alliance. As a result, it can 

be assumed that a large part of the conventionally cultivated land will also be used more sparingly as a 

resource. At the same time, the Soil Alliance awakens the citizens' understanding for the importance of 

good soils and sustainable agriculture with bio-regionally produced products. 

Representatives of all parliamentary groups emphasised the "success story" of the Pfaffenhofen initiative, 

which is unparalleled at least throughout Bavaria. The councillors particularly emphasised the trusting and 

constructive cooperation between the administration and the farmers. 

This and other successful developments are to be intensified and expanded in the coming years. The city 

council has approved an annual budget of 200,000 euros for this purpose until 2025. 

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/bodenallianz-wird-fortgefuehrt_a28478 

 

Picture 1: uploaded by Thomas Tomaschek, source: 

https://media04.pafunddu.de/article/2021/07/30/3/70973_XL.jpg?1627644881  

https://www.pafunddu.de/pfaffenhofen/c-klimaschutz/bodenallianz-wird-fortgefuehrt_a28478
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2. PARTNER: LUBELSKIE VOIVODESHIP (PP10) 

 Post on the website www.lubelskie.pl on 1st Workshop in the Niemce 
Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

https://www.lubelskie.pl/aktualnosci-fundusze-europejskie/warsztaty-w-gminie-

niemce-z-interesariuszami-projektu-enes-ce/  

 

 
 

 Post on the website www.niemce.pl – invitation for the 1st Workshop in the 
Niemce Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

 

https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,226962,zaproszenie-na-

spotkanie-pt-prezentacja-bazowej-inwentaryzacji-emisji-bei-w-gminie-niemce.html  

http://www.lubelskie.pl/
https://www.lubelskie.pl/aktualnosci-fundusze-europejskie/warsztaty-w-gminie-niemce-z-interesariuszami-projektu-enes-ce/
https://www.lubelskie.pl/aktualnosci-fundusze-europejskie/warsztaty-w-gminie-niemce-z-interesariuszami-projektu-enes-ce/
http://www.niemce.pl/
https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,226962,zaproszenie-na-spotkanie-pt-prezentacja-bazowej-inwentaryzacji-emisji-bei-w-gminie-niemce.html
https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,226962,zaproszenie-na-spotkanie-pt-prezentacja-bazowej-inwentaryzacji-emisji-bei-w-gminie-niemce.html
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 Post on the facebook of the Niemce Commune - invitation for the 1st 
Workshop in the Niemce Commune as part of the created citizen energy 
group 

 

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-

4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R  

 

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
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 Post on the website of the Niemce Commune on 1st Workshop in the 
Niemce Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

 

https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,227479,warsztaty-w-gminie-

niemce-z-interesariuszami-projektu-enes-ce.html 

 

 
 

https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,227479,warsztaty-w-gminie-niemce-z-interesariuszami-projektu-enes-ce.html
https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,227479,warsztaty-w-gminie-niemce-z-interesariuszami-projektu-enes-ce.html
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 Post on the facebook of the Niemce Commune on 1st Workshop in the 
Niemce Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-

4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R 

 
 

 Post on the website www.lubelskie.pl on 2nd workshop in the Niemce 
Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

https://www.lubelskie.pl/aktualnosci-fundusze-europejskie/coraz-blizej-klastra-

energii-w-gminie-niemce/  

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
http://www.lubelskie.pl/
https://www.lubelskie.pl/aktualnosci-fundusze-europejskie/coraz-blizej-klastra-energii-w-gminie-niemce/
https://www.lubelskie.pl/aktualnosci-fundusze-europejskie/coraz-blizej-klastra-energii-w-gminie-niemce/
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 Post on the website www.niemce.pl – Invitation for the 2nd workshop in 
the Niemce Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,229025,zaproszenie-na-spotkanie-

warsztatowe-nr-2-w-2021-r-projektu-enes-ce.html  

 

  

http://www.niemce.pl/
https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,229025,zaproszenie-na-spotkanie-warsztatowe-nr-2-w-2021-r-projektu-enes-ce.html
https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,229025,zaproszenie-na-spotkanie-warsztatowe-nr-2-w-2021-r-projektu-enes-ce.html
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 Post on the Facebook of the Niemce Commune Invitation for 2nd 
Workshop in the Niemce Commune as part of the created citizen energy 
group 

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-

4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R  

 

 

 

 Post on the website www.niemce.pl on the 2nd workshop in the Niemce 
Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,229452,drugie-warsztaty-w-2021-r-projektu-

enes-ce-dla-mieszkancow-i-innych-interesariuszy-w-gminie-niemce.html  

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
http://www.niemce.pl/
https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,229452,drugie-warsztaty-w-2021-r-projektu-enes-ce-dla-mieszkancow-i-innych-interesariuszy-w-gminie-niemce.html
https://www.niemce.pl/strona-glowna/aktualnosci/n,229452,drugie-warsztaty-w-2021-r-projektu-enes-ce-dla-mieszkancow-i-innych-interesariuszy-w-gminie-niemce.html
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 Post on the Facebook of Niemce Commune on 2nd Workshop in the 
Niemce Commune as part of the created citizen energy group 

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-

4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R  

 

https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
https://www.facebook.com/gminaniemce/?hc_ref=ARSoV6hFn7m1TBP8qyctelOY-4DJSuOsWPDuGmPPWIDQwuHe2PNdUqkdElseKKk-5CY&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
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3. PARTNER: MUNICIPALITY OF FORLI (PP1) 

Date: 29-June-2021 

Title: “Sustainable heart of Forlì” Participative path towards the new SECAP of Forlì 

Short content: 3rd Workshop of the participative path for the revision of the new SECAP from the existing 

SEAP made available by the ENES-CE Interreg Project, presentation of the activities to the wider public 
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together with the launch of the pilot project and the release of a brand new stop-motion video produced 

with the students of the municipal schools. 

Links:  

 https://www.forlitoday.it/eventi/il-cuore-sostenibile-di-forli-oggi-e-domani-i-ragazzi-delle-
scuole-al-lavoro-per-un-comune-sostenibile.html 

 https://www.4live.it/2021/06/il-cuore-sostenibile-di-forli-oggi-e-domani/ 

Printscreens:  

https://www.forlitoday.it/eventi/il-cuore-sostenibile-di-forli-oggi-e-domani-i-ragazzi-delle-scuole-al-lavoro-per-un-comune-sostenibile.html
https://www.forlitoday.it/eventi/il-cuore-sostenibile-di-forli-oggi-e-domani-i-ragazzi-delle-scuole-al-lavoro-per-un-comune-sostenibile.html
https://www.4live.it/2021/06/il-cuore-sostenibile-di-forli-oggi-e-domani/
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4. PARTNER: PP6 - ENERGIAKLUB (PP6)  

 Call for proposal on the web page of energiaklub.hu (3 Sept 2021)  

Topic: PILOT PROJECT TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGY COMMUNITIES 

ENG proposal is under construction LINK 

https://energiaklub.hu/hirek/palyazati-felhivas-energiakozossegek-kialakitasat-tamogato-

mintaprojekt-megvalositasara-5007  

https://energiaklub.hu/hirek/palyazati-felhivas-energiakozossegek-kialakitasat-tamogato-mintaprojekt-megvalositasara-5007
https://energiaklub.hu/hirek/palyazati-felhivas-energiakozossegek-kialakitasat-tamogato-mintaprojekt-megvalositasara-5007
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 Post on the web page of energiaklub.hu: “A közösségi energia 
Németországban– egy bajor kisváros példamutató története” – about the 
study tour in Pfaffenhofen 

https://energiaklub.hu/cikk/a-kozossegi-energia-nemetorszagban-egy-bajor-

kisvaros-peldamutato-tortenete-5014 (date: Aug 2021) 

 

 

 

https://energiaklub.hu/cikk/a-kozossegi-energia-nemetorszagban-egy-bajor-kisvaros-peldamutato-tortenete-5014
https://energiaklub.hu/cikk/a-kozossegi-energia-nemetorszagban-egy-bajor-kisvaros-peldamutato-tortenete-5014
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 Blogpost on ENERGIABOX: https://energiabox.hvgblog.hu/2021/08/26/a-kozossegi-energia-

egy-bajor-kisvaros-peldamutato-tortenete/ (date: 26.08.2021) 

 

 Energiaklub 230 newsletters for municipalities July-August 2021:  

Topic: Community energy in Germany - an exemplary history of a small Bavarian town 

https://energiabox.hvgblog.hu/2021/08/26/a-kozossegi-energia-egy-bajor-kisvaros-peldamutato-tortenete/
https://energiabox.hvgblog.hu/2021/08/26/a-kozossegi-energia-egy-bajor-kisvaros-peldamutato-tortenete/
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 Energiaklub 230 newsletters for municipalities - September 2021 (under 
construction):  

● Topic 1: CALL FOR PROPOSALS - pilot project to support the development of energy 

communities 

● Topic 2: “Let's Measure Together!” Institutional energy consumption in Zugló in a 

unified system;  

The collection of energy consumption data of nearly 40 self-maintained institutions in 

Zugló started in a unified system this summer from Let's Measure Together! as the 

context of running a pilot project. https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/merjunk-egyutt/  

 

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/merjunk-egyutt/
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FACEBOOK POST RELATED TO ENES-CE  

1. Date: 21.09.2021. 

Topic: Call for proposal  

Reached person: 728 

Activity: 39  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Date: 06.09.2021. 

Topic: Call for proposal 

Reached person: 1566 

Activity: 34 
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3. Date: 27.08.2021. 

Topic: Study tour in Pfaffenhofen 

Reached person: 1061 

Activity: 41 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LINKEDIN POST RELATED TO ENES-CE:  

1. Date: 27.08.2021. 

Topic: Call for proposal 

Followers: 174 
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5. PARTNER: BUDAPEST ZUGLO (PP7) 

 ENERGY MEASURMENT in local institutions 

Date: 01-Sept-2021 

Title: Measure together- Energy consumption measurement  

Short content: News about the local pilot action in Zugló. Selected 40 institutions of Zugló municipality 

collect the energy and water consumption data in a unified system, data will be analysed and evaluated by 

energy expert. 

Links:  

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/merjunk-egyutt/ 

https://www.zuglo.hu/egyseges-rendszerben-az-intezmenyi-energiafogyasztas-zugloban/  

Printscreens: 

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/merjunk-egyutt/
https://www.zuglo.hu/egyseges-rendszerben-az-intezmenyi-energiafogyasztas-zugloban/
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 Energy communities in pfaffenhofen 

Date: 05-Aug-2021 

Title: Owners of the local energy  

Short content: – report of the Pfaffenhofen visit: energy communities, way of energy transition  from 

coal to wind, further plans of the city 

Link:  

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/kisvarosi-energiamagnasok/ 

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/kisvarosi-energiamagnasok/
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Printscreen: 

 

 

 

 

 Energy communty actions  

Date: 06-June-2021 

Title: Energy community actions in Zugló  

Short content: – the article presents the kick-off event of energy community building in Zugló. The event 

was held in June and aimed to involve local people in actions. 

Links:  

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/indulnak-a-zugloi-energiakozossegi-akciok-2/ 

https://www.zuglo.hu/zugloi-energiakozossegi-akcio-indult/ 

 

Printscreens: 

 

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/indulnak-a-zugloi-energiakozossegi-akciok-2/
https://www.zuglo.hu/zugloi-energiakozossegi-akcio-indult/
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 Energy communty actions  

Date: 28-May-2021 

Title: Invitation to the kick off event of energy community actions  

Short content: Invitation, short description of the project and planned actions, call for joining 

Link: https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/indulnak-a-zugloi-energiakozossegi-akciok/ 

Printscreen: 

 

 

 enes-ce participated on újvidék square festival 

Date: 04-July-2021 

Title: Minifestival on Újvidék square  

Short content: ENES-CE was participating on the weekend manifest on Újvidék square. The aim was to inform 

and involve the local community to the project.  

Link: https://www.zuglo.hu/fesztivalhangulat-a-hetvegen-lezart-ujvidek-teren/ 

Printscreen: 

 

https://mizuglonk.hu/hirek/indulnak-a-zugloi-energiakozossegi-akciok/
https://www.zuglo.hu/fesztivalhangulat-a-hetvegen-lezart-ujvidek-teren/
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6. PARTNER: MENEA (PP2)  

  

https://medjimurski.hr/postanite-ekoloski-osvijesteni-i-ukljucite-se-u-radionicu-
energetske-tranzicije-grada-preloga/ 

 

https://medjimurski.hr/postanite-ekoloski-osvijesteni-i-ukljucite-se-u-radionicu-energetske-tranzicije-grada-preloga/
https://medjimurski.hr/postanite-ekoloski-osvijesteni-i-ukljucite-se-u-radionicu-energetske-tranzicije-grada-preloga/
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https://www.menea.hr/odrzana-radionica-s-gradanima-preloga-po-projektu-enes-ce/ 

https://www.menea.hr/odrzana-radionica-s-gradanima-preloga-po-projektu-enes-ce/
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https://medjimurski.hr/u-prelogu-odrzana-online-radionica-iz-projekta-enes-ce/ 

 

https://medjimurski.hr/u-prelogu-odrzana-online-radionica-iz-projekta-enes-ce/
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https://medjimurjepress.net/gospodarstvo/pocetni-sastanak-za-pripremu-pilot-
investicije-iz-projekta-enes-ce/ 

 

 

 

https://medjimurjepress.net/gospodarstvo/pocetni-sastanak-za-pripremu-pilot-investicije-iz-projekta-enes-ce/
https://medjimurjepress.net/gospodarstvo/pocetni-sastanak-za-pripremu-pilot-investicije-iz-projekta-enes-ce/
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https://www.menea.hr/pocetni-sastanak-za-pripremu-pilot-investicije-po-projektu-
enes-ce/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.menea.hr/pocetni-sastanak-za-pripremu-pilot-investicije-po-projektu-enes-ce/
https://www.menea.hr/pocetni-sastanak-za-pripremu-pilot-investicije-po-projektu-enes-ce/
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https://medjimurski.hr/u-planu-ugradnja-fotonaponske-elektrane-na-novoobnovljenu-
zgradu-djecjeg-vrtica-fijolica-u-prelogu/ 

 

 

https://medjimurski.hr/u-planu-ugradnja-fotonaponske-elektrane-na-novoobnovljenu-zgradu-djecjeg-vrtica-fijolica-u-prelogu/
https://medjimurski.hr/u-planu-ugradnja-fotonaponske-elektrane-na-novoobnovljenu-zgradu-djecjeg-vrtica-fijolica-u-prelogu/
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https://emedjimurje.net.hr/vijesti/grad-prelog/4066800/zeleni-prelog-poziv-na-3-
radionicu-za-predstavljanje-lokalne-energetske-grupe/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://emedjimurje.net.hr/vijesti/grad-prelog/4066800/zeleni-prelog-poziv-na-3-radionicu-za-predstavljanje-lokalne-energetske-grupe/
https://emedjimurje.net.hr/vijesti/grad-prelog/4066800/zeleni-prelog-poziv-na-3-radionicu-za-predstavljanje-lokalne-energetske-grupe/
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https://www.menea.hr/projekt-enes-ce-osnovana-energetska-udruga-gradana-zeleni-
prelog/ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.menea.hr/projekt-enes-ce-osnovana-energetska-udruga-gradana-zeleni-prelog/
https://www.menea.hr/projekt-enes-ce-osnovana-energetska-udruga-gradana-zeleni-prelog/
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https://medjimurski.hr/3-radionica-za-predstavljanje-lokalne-energetske-grupe/ 

 

 

 

 

https://medjimurski.hr/3-radionica-za-predstavljanje-lokalne-energetske-grupe/
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http://www.energetika-net.com/vijesti/zastita-okolisa/osnovana-udruga-zeleni-prelog-
32900 

 

http://www.energetika-net.com/vijesti/zastita-okolisa/osnovana-udruga-zeleni-prelog-32900
http://www.energetika-net.com/vijesti/zastita-okolisa/osnovana-udruga-zeleni-prelog-32900
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https://www.menea.hr/energetska-obnova-obiteljskih-kuca-poziv-na-radionicu-u-
prelogu/ 

 

 

 

https://www.menea.hr/energetska-obnova-obiteljskih-kuca-poziv-na-radionicu-u-prelogu/
https://www.menea.hr/energetska-obnova-obiteljskih-kuca-poziv-na-radionicu-u-prelogu/
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https://emedjimurje.net.hr/vijesti/grad-prelog/4110922/prijave-u-tijeku-uskoro-
radionica-za-predstavljanje-javnog-poziva-za-energetsku-obnovu-obiteljskih-kuca/ 

 

 

https://emedjimurje.net.hr/vijesti/grad-prelog/4110922/prijave-u-tijeku-uskoro-radionica-za-predstavljanje-javnog-poziva-za-energetsku-obnovu-obiteljskih-kuca/
https://emedjimurje.net.hr/vijesti/grad-prelog/4110922/prijave-u-tijeku-uskoro-radionica-za-predstavljanje-javnog-poziva-za-energetsku-obnovu-obiteljskih-kuca/
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Type Number Remarks 

D.C.6.1 Media releases   

Articles   

- Web  44  

- newsletter/magazine 2  

- Social media* (FB) 9  

- Press release   

TOTAL D.C.6.1   

D.C.6.2 Media visits 1 (Zuglo)  

TOTAL D.C.6.2 1  

 


